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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate the likelihood of response to IV immunoglobulin (IVIg) by studying consec-
utive patients presenting with progressive, asymmetric, pure lower motor neuron (LMN) limb
weakness, and to determine the clinical phenotype of those who respond.

Methods: Thirty-one consecutive patients with progressive, focal-onset LMN limb weakness,
without evidence of clinical upper motor neuron signs; sensory, respiratory, or bulbar involve-
ment; or evidence of motor nerve conduction block on electrodiagnostic studies, were prospec-
tively included in this study. Each patient underwent treatment with IVIg (2 g/kg) for a minimum
of 3 months. Electrodiagnostic studies, a neuromuscular symptom score, and expanded Medical
Research Council sum score were documented before and after IVIg treatment. The final diagno-
sis was determined after prolonged clinical follow-up.

Results: Only 3 of 31 patients (10%) responded to IVIg. All responders demonstrated distal upper
limb–onset weakness, EMG abnormalities confined to the clinically weak muscles, and a normal
creatine kinase. This set of features was also identified in 31% of nonresponders presenting with
distal upper limb weakness. Sex, age at onset, number of involved limb regions, and the duration
of symptoms before treatment were not significantly different between groups.

Conclusion: The findings of the present study do not support uniform use of IVIg in patients present-
ing with progressive asymmetric LMN limbweakness. It is suggested that IVIg treatment be limited to
patients who demonstrate clinical and laboratory features suggestive of multifocal motor neuropathy.

Classification of evidence: This study provides Class IV evidence that IVIg will not improve muscle
function in 90% of patients with progressive, asymmetric, pure LMN weakness. Neurology®

2013;81:2116–2120

GLOSSARY
ALS 5 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CB 5 conduction block; CK 5 creatine kinase; CMAP 5 compound muscle action
potential; EMRCSS 5 expanded Medical Research Council sum score; GM1 5 ganglioside M1; HRUS 5 high-resolution
ultrasonography; IVIg 5 IV immunoglobulin; LMN 5 lower motor neuron; MMN 5 multifocal motor neuropathy; NCS 5 nerve
conduction studies; NSS 5 neuromuscular symptom score; PLMNS 5 progressive lower motor neuron syndrome; PMA 5
progressive muscular atrophy; UL 5 upper limb; UMN 5 upper motor neuron.

Treatable progressive lower motor neuron syndromes (PLMNS), such as multifocal motor neurop-
athy (MMN), remain difficult to distinguish from untreatable causes of focal limb weakness early in
the course of the disease. In particular, standard electrophysiologic studies may not identify charac-
teristic conduction block (CB) in patients withMMN, or CBmay disappear over time.1,2 Small case
series demonstrating successful treatment of selected patients with asymmetric limb weakness who
do not meet the diagnostic criteria of MMN with CB3–6 have generated the suggestion that patients
with progressive and asymmetric distal lower motor neuron (LMN) limb weakness may warrant a
trial of IV immunoglobulin (IVIg).1 However, uniform treatment with IVIg of all patients with an
asymmetric distal PLMNS would produce a significant burden on health care resources, and thus
appropriate patient selection is necessary. The present study was undertaken to determine the rate of
response to IVIg therapy in a cohort of consecutive patients presenting with PLMNS without motor
nerve CB on electrodiagnostic studies, and to determine the phenotypic features of those patients
who do respond to IVIg treatment, in order to help guide rational treatment selection.
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METHODS Between 2006 and 2012, 31 consecutive patients

evaluated in the neuromuscular clinic at the University of Califor-

nia, San Francisco, were included in this study. These patients

demonstrated evidence of progressive, asymmetric, focal-onset

limb weakness with isolated LMN signs (muscle wasting and

weakness) on clinical examination. Patients were excluded if there

was clinical evidence on history or examination of bulbar or res-

piratory weakness, sensory abnormalities, or upper motor neuron

(UMN) signs (spasticity, hyperreflexia or reflex spread, and

Babinski or Hoffmann signs) on any evaluation before treatment

with IVIg.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. The study was exempt from Committee on Human

Research approval because IVIg is a routine part of clinical care

for patients with pure LMN syndromes and all data analyses were

performed without patient identifiers.

Study hypothesis/classification of evidence. The study

hypothesis was that patients with PLMNS demonstrate improve-

ments in muscle strength and neuromuscular symptoms after

treatment with IVIg. This study provides Class IV evidence of

the benefit of IVIg treatment of patients with progressive, asym-

metric, pure LMN weakness.

Methodology and treatment. Motor and sensory nerve con-

duction studies (NCS) in a minimum of 2 limbs were performed

in each patient using standard techniques.7 Motor nerve studies

included the median, ulnar, peroneal, and tibial nerves. Median

and ulnar motor NCS included stimulation at the axilla. F-wave

latencies were recorded from each nerve. Sensory NCS included

superficial radial, median, ulnar, superficial peroneal, and sural

nerves. EMG was performed in each patient with sampling of

muscles in the upper and lower limbs, thoracic paraspinals, and

genioglossus.

Patients were included if electrodiagnostic studies identified a

purely motor process with normal sensory NCS, and neurogenic

abnormalities on EMG studies, with or without reduced com-

pound muscle action potential (CMAP) amplitudes, and without

evidence of CB, temporal dispersion, nerve conduction slowing,

or prolongation of F-wave latencies on motor NCS. The defini-

tions of CB and temporal dispersion used by Katz et al.4 were

applied in this study, with a reduction of CMAP amplitude or

area of .30%, or increase of the CMAP duration of .30% in

any segment considered significant.

Additional clinical evaluations performed at baseline included

a neuromuscular symptom score (NSS)8 that evaluated 20 fre-

quently performed activities using specific muscle groups, includ-

ing of the upper and lower limbs and trunk, for a total score of 60.

In addition, muscle strength of bilateral upper and lower limb

muscle groups (deltoid, biceps, wrist extensors, finger flexors,

finger extensors, finger abductors, hip flexors, quadriceps, tibialis

anterior, and extensor hallucis longus) was assessed using the

Medical Research Council scoring system and incorporated into

an expanded Medical Research Council sum score (EMRCSS)

developed for the detection of muscle weakness in patients with

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), with a total score of 100.9

Laboratory investigations were performed to exclude other

treatable causes of weakness including primary muscle disease,

infection, vasculitis, systemic autoimmune disease, and malignancy.

Anti-ganglioside M1 (GM1) antibodies and CSF were not rou-

tinely tested because they have not been shown to predict response

to IVIg treatment.6 Each patient underwent MRI studies of the

spine to exclude structural causes of their weakness. Subclinical

respiratory muscle weakness at baseline was excluded with forced

vital capacity and maximum inspiratory pressure measurements.

Each patient received treatment with IVIg at a dose of 2 g/kg,

which was repeated for a minimum of 3 monthly treatments

before reevaluation. The majority of patients (84%) received IVIg

in the home by Crescent HealthCare, a Walgreens Company, and

the remainder received IVIg in a local treatment center. After this

initial treatment period, each patient was reassessed with clinical

evaluations including a complete neurologic examination, NSS

and EMRCSS, and repeat electrodiagnostic studies. Evidence of

improvement was defined as a 2-point increase in the EMRCSS

or NSS. Each patient was also asked to give their subjective

impression of the benefit of the IVIg treatment, and side effects

during IVIg treatment were recorded.

IVIg treatment was ceased in those patients who reported no

benefit or significant progression of weakness after 3 months of

therapy (20 patients). IVIg treatment was continued in the

remaining patients and only subsequently ceased when there was

definite evidence of disease progression (8 patients, mean IVIg

courses 9.9 6 1.8, range 4–17). Irrespective of subsequent treat-

ment, each patient was then followed in a specialized neuromuscu-

lar clinic for an average of 32.66 5.0 months from symptom onset

(range 8–108 months), and the duration of follow-up for respond-

ers after initiation of treatment was a minimum of 12 months.

Statistical analysis. Student t test was used to compare contin-

uous variables and the Fisher exact test to compare categorical

variables. Probability levels ,0.05 were taken to be significant.

RESULTS Only 3 of 31 patients (9.7%, 95% confi-
dence interval 3.3%–24.9%, Wilson method) treated
with IVIg in the present cohort demonstrated objec-
tive improvement after the 3-month treatment period
(table 1). Each of these responders reported subjective

Table 1 Change in the NSS and EMRCSS determined at baseline and after 3 months of IVIg treatment

Responders (n 5 3) Nonresponders (n 5 28)

Pre-IVIg Post-IVIg % Change p Value Pre-IVIg Post-IVIg % Change p Value

NSS 41.0 6 12.6 45.7 6 14.3 16.1 6 3.4 NS 53.4 6 1.0 48.5 6 1.7 27.7 6 1.6 0.001

EMRCSS 73.3 6 23.2 76.7 6 22.8 13.2 6 0.5 0.05 91.0 6 1.8 83.8 6 2.6 22.8 6 2.8 0.001

Progression on repeat EMG, n 0/3 15/28

Abbreviations: EMRCSS 5 expanded Medical Research Council sum score; IVIg5 IV immunoglobulin; NS5 not significant; NSS5 neuromuscular symptom
score.
There was a significant change in clinical assessments in both responders and nonresponders, with significant improvement in EMRCSS noted in
responders and significant decline in both NSS and EMRCSS in nonresponders. Repeated electrodiagnostic evaluations performed after IVIg treatment
noted more widespread EMG abnormalities in 52% of nonresponders. Values are expressed as mean 6 standard error.
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improvement. Two patients with isolated hand weak-
ness noted partial improvement in strength and func-
tion with mild to moderate residual deficits. One
patient with a 35-year history of weakness, commenc-
ing with distal upper limb (UL) weakness and pro-
gressing to weakness in all 4 limbs before treatment,
experienced normalization of speech and swallowing
function, and definite improvement in limb strength.
Despite treatment, this patient remained confined to a
wheelchair and dependent for activities of daily living.
Objective improvements in the responding subjects
were generally modest (NSS 0%–13% improvement,
EMRCSS 1.7%–3.3% improvement). Subjective im-
provement after treatment was also reported by 34% of
nonresponders (10 patients), and 7 of these 10 patients
had unchanged NSS and/or EMRCSS between base-
line and posttreatment visits.

None of the patients who improved after the ini-
tial treatment period subsequently developed pro-
gressive weakness, UMN signs, or respiratory or bulbar
weakness over the follow-up period. Each responder
stabilized with ongoing IVIg treatment but it was noted
that the magnitude of functional gains was generally
modest (table 1). No patient developed CB on repeat
EMG studies.

In the nonresponder group, 12 patients (43%)
developed clinical UMN signs after an average of
10.4 6 1.5 months (range 3–20 months) following
initiation of IVIg treatment and were classified as
having ALS. A further 9 patients (32%) subsequently
developed bulbar symptoms (3 patients, mean 5.3
months from IVIg treatment, range 3–10 months)
and/or respiratory symptoms (7 patients, mean 24

months from IVIg treatment, range 3–73 months)
without UMN signs and were classified as having
progressive muscular atrophy (PMA). The remaining
7 patients (25%) had ongoing progression of LMN
limb weakness, with spread to other limbs, but with-
out bulbar, respiratory, or UMN features, and were
classified as having probable PMA. Of the 10 non-
responders who reported subjective benefit after IVIg
treatment, the final diagnosis was ALS in 4 patients,
PMA in 3 patients, and probable PMA in 3 patients.

Regarding the characteristics of the responder
group, each patient presented with distal UL-onset
weakness, as compared with the nonresponder group,
in which 48% presented with distal UL weakness,
38% with distal lower limb weakness, and 14% with
proximal UL weakness (table 2). Other defining char-
acteristics were normal serum creatine kinase (CK)
levels in all responders and EMG studies demonstrat-
ing neurogenic abnormalities confined to muscles
demonstrating clinical weakness without abnormalities
of the thoracic paraspinal muscles. Anti-GM1 antibod-
ies were detected in 2 responders (titers 1:3,200) and 0
of 9 nonresponders in whom the antibody was tested.
Sex, age at onset, number of involved limb regions at
the time of treatment, and the duration of symptoms
before treatment were not significantly different
between groups.

The characteristics of the 16 patients (3 responders
and 13 nonresponders) with distal UL-onset weakness
were analyzed to determine features that may predict a
positive clinical response to IVIg treatment. Regarding
clinical weakness at the time of treatment, 7 of 13 non-
responders (54%) had weakness confined to the distal

Table 2 Clinical and laboratory characteristics of responders and nonresponders

Responders (n 5 3) Nonresponders (n 5 28) p Value

Male, % 66 82

Age at onset, y 48.8 6 8.7 50.0 6 2.0 NS

Region of onset, %

Distal UL 100 48

Proximal UL 0 14

Distal LL 0 38

Proximal LL 0 0

No. of involved limb regions at time of treatment 2.5 6 1.19 (1–6) 2.4 6 0.2 (1–6) NS

Pretreatment symptom duration, mo 85.0 6 60.5 (4–204) 15.6 6 4.2 (3–96) NS

CK, U/L 152.5 6 6.1 (145–160) 366.1 6 55.6 (96–1,187) 0.05

Abnormal CK, %a 0 25

No. of abnormal segments on pre-Rx EMG 1.3 6 0.3 2.0 6 0.2 NS

EMG localized to regions of weakness, % 100 32 0.05

Thoracic paraspinal involvement on EMG, % 0 36

Abbreviations: CK 5 creatine kinase; LL 5 lower limb; NS 5 not significant; Rx 5 treatment; UL 5 upper limb.
Values are expressed as mean 6 standard error (range) unless otherwise stated.
aCK normal laboratory values: male .388 U/L; female .241 U/L.
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UL (6 unilateral and 1 bilateral involvement). Neuro-
genic EMG abnormalities were confined to the limb
demonstrating clinical weakness in 46% of this sub-
group of 13 patients (all patients with unilateral distal
UL weakness), and none of these patients had abnor-
malities on EMG of thoracic paraspinal muscles.

The distribution of clinical weakness and EMG
abnormalities was further divided into peripheral
nerve territories (median, ulnar, radial, musculocuta-
neous, and axillary nerves), and considered diffuse if
more than 3 territories were involved. Mean number
of involved nerve territories was 3.3 in nonresponders
and 2.3 in responders (p , 0.05). In 31% of non-
responders with distal UL-onset weakness, EMG
abnormalities matched the distribution of clinical
weakness, including in 50% of patients with isolated
distal UL weakness. None of the responders had
EMG abnormalities outside of the distribution of
clinical weakness.

IVIg therapy was associated with reported side
effects in 36% of patients, including rash in 13%
(chronic in 6%, transient in 6%), transient headaches
during and after the infusion in 13%, laboratory-
confirmed aseptic meningitis in 6%, recurrent local
limb infusion reactions in 3%, and palpitations in 3%.

DISCUSSION In the present study, 31 consecutive
patients presenting with progressive, focal-onset, iso-
lated LMN limb weakness, without CB on motor
NCS, were treated with IVIg. The reported cohort
represents the largest consecutively recruited series
of such patients to date. Only a small minority of pa-
tients responded to IVIg treatment. The diagnosis of
responding patients was most likely MMN without
CB as the patients demonstrated a phenotype consis-
tent with MMN, specifically distal UL-onset weak-
ness restricted to the distribution of individual
peripheral nerve territories, with EMG abnormalities
limited to weak muscles.1 The findings of the present
study suggest that there is a low rate of response of
patients with PLMNS to IVIg treatment, and do not
support uniform administration of IVIg in all patients
presenting with asymmetric LMN limb weakness
without CB on motor NCS. Rather, selection of
appropriate patients based on the combination of
findings suggestive of MMN on clinical, laboratory,
and electrodiagnostic examinations is suggested.

The rate of response to IVIg in the present study
was much lower than in previously published studies
evaluating the role of IVIg in PLMNS, where
response rates varied between 40% and 74%.3–6 This
discrepancy may be attributable to previous studies
reporting selected groups of patients rather than pro-
spective, consecutive series of patients as described
here. In addition, most previous studies reporting
response rates for patients with PLMNS without

CB included patients with electrophysiologic features
of demyelination but without meeting the diagnostic
criteria for MMN with CB,3,5,6 hence increasing the
likelihood of an underlying inflammatory etiology.

Previous series have observed that patients with a
characteristic clinical phenotype of MMN, specifi-
cally slowly progressive distal UL-onset weakness,
are more likely to respond to IVIg.2–6 Only 33% of
the patients in this series with distal UL-onset weak-
ness responded, and this increased to 50% when only
patients with EMG abnormalities restricted to the
muscles demonstrating clinical weakness and normal
serum CK were considered. It is noted that distal UL
weakness may be a prominent and early feature of
ALS,10 and hence it may be difficult to distinguish
degenerative anterior horn cell disorders from MMN
early in the disease course. While predictive clinical
and laboratory features serve as a guide to select
patients for treatment with IVIg, there appears to
be no clear combination of features that can deter-
mine the likelihood of a positive treatment response
with very high sensitivity. Careful patient selection
based on clinical, laboratory, and EMG findings as
recommended here is expected to reduce the rate of
inappropriate IVIg treatments, while avoiding missed
treatment opportunities.

Additional investigations may be useful in the
workup of patients before treatment. High-titer serum
anti-GM1 antibodies were detected in 2 of 3 respond-
ers, and anti-GM1 antibodies are identified in 20% to
80% of patients with MMN.11 While the presence of
high-titer anti-GM1 antibodies may contribute to
treatment decisions in patients presenting with pro-
gressive asymmetric LMN limb weakness, it is impor-
tant to note that low titers of anti-GM1 antibodies are
identified in patients with ALS and other noninflam-
matory LMN disorders.12,13 Hence, the presence of
low-titer anti-GM1 antibodies in patients with
PLMNS without other predictors of a positive treat-
ment response described above may not provide ade-
quate support for a trial of IVIg.

High-resolution ultrasonography (HRUS) may
also provide additional useful information. HRUS
demonstrates enlargement of UL peripheral nerves
in patients with MMN, even in the absence of clinical
or electrodiagnostic abnormalities.14 This is in con-
trast with ALS, where mild reductions of nerve cross-
sectional area are noted.15 HRUS was not included in
the present study, and further investigation of the
sensitivity and specificity of this technology in the
discrimination of MMN from mimic disorders is
warranted.

A group of patients reported symptomatic
improvement after IVIg treatment, and 70% of this
group were noted to plateau on clinical assessments
during IVIg treatment. Transient improvement after
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IVIg treatment in patients with ALS has been re-
ported16 and this may represent a transient improve-
ment in secondary inflammatory processes.17 The
lack of progression in this patient group over the
3-month treatment interval may also reflect more slowly
progressive disease, which may be observed in LMN-
predominant ALS and PMA.18–20

Finally, although IVIg therapy is largely considered
to be safe,21 the high rate of side effects noted in the
present study, higher than reported in other studies,
suggests that the impact of IVIg treatment on the well-
being of the patient should be considered before its use
as a “nothing to lose” treatment trial. IVIg has both
direct adverse effects as reported here, as well as indirect
adverse effects such as the often considerable time bur-
den associated with the infusions, prolongation of the
period of diagnostic uncertainty for the patient, delay
of institution of other appropriate treatments, and the
lingering fatigue that often accompanies IVIg treat-
ment22 that may compound this common symptom
in ALS.23,24 Hence, based on the findings of the present
study, IVIg treatment is recommended for those pa-
tients in whom there is a possibility of a positive
response, specifically those patients with a normal
CK, EMG abnormalities confined to the areas of weak-
ness, and distal, asymmetric limb weakness.
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